
†Only take into consideration any face-up cards in the play area, including discard piles, as these are public knowledge. DO NOT consider the cards in 
your hand, any cards that you have privately seen, or your your future plans as the Phantom player would not know these in a normal multi-player 
game. When in doubt, try the “Random Decisions” gameplay option.

needed components

setup

goal/winning

condition cards

fate actions

the phantom player’s turn

Playing Disney Villainous solo allows you to take your time to strategize, plot, and scheme . . . like any good villain. Familiarize yourself 
with each villain and discover how best to play (or defeat) each.

ending your turn

To play solo, you will need a turn counter to keep track of your turns. A 20-sided die (D20) works well, 
but you can also just use Power tokens.

You will also need a 10-sided die (D10), or use Google's free dice roller on your PC, tablet, or mobile phone. Go to www.google.com, 
type ‘roll dice’ into the search bar, and hit “Enter” on your keyboard. You can edit both the type and number of dice to roll.

Set up your board as normal, or as indicated by your Villain Guide. Since you are the "�rst" player, you start with no Power 
tokens.

To win, you must complete your villain's objective within 20 turns. Can you do it?

Condition cards are played at the time when the conditions are met by either you or the Phantom player.

When following the instructions on any card (not just Condition cards), you make decisions on behalf of the Phantom player. When 
cards require the Phantom player to make a decision, make the one most devastating to you at that time†.

You may purposely perform Fate actions on yourself. It sounds counterintuitive, but some villains can use this 
action to their advantage. These Fate actions are performed by the Phantom player, so they will still do harm.

Begin by drawing two cards from the top of your Fate deck. Play the card that is the most devastating to you at that time†. If both 
cards are equally devastating, pick one at random (�ip a coin, roll a die, etc.). 

If the card needs to be played to a Location or attached to a Hero, choose the option that is the most devastating to you at that time†.

If neither card can be played, you have escaped Fate.

End your turn as usual, drawing cards from your deck and placing them into your hand (up to your hand 
limit), and adjust the turn counter by 1. If you have played 20 turns, the game is over.

The Phantom player’s turn begins after you end your turn. Roll the D10 to check if the 
Phantom player performs Fate on you. If you roll a 1-4 (40% chance), perform Fate on 

yourself as previously described, making decisions on behalf of the Phantom player.

At any time during the Phantom player’s turn (before/during/after Fate), you may play Condition cards if the conditions are met by 
either you or the Phantom player.

When the Phantom player is �nished, you may begin your next turn.
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unofficial instructions for solo play (v2.5.1)



adjust the difficulty level If you want to play an easier/harder game, you can adjust any of the following:

• Increase/decrease the number of turns for an easier/harder game. It is not recommended to adjust beyond ±5.
• Increase/decrease the die values that trigger fate for a harder/easier game. It is not recommended to adjust beyond ±2.
• Begin the game with 5 power for an easier start. Increase/decrease the number of starting power as desired.

random decisions For a more honest game, try doing this: don't make decisions on behalf of the Phantom player.

When it is required for the Phantom player to make a decision, assign values (i.e. numbers, even/odd, heads/tails) to each playable 
decision and then either roll a die or �ip a coin for a completely random choice.

Do the same when choosing between which playable Fate card to play. For choosing where to play a Fate card, assign values to each 
playable location and roll a die.
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optional gameplay options



maleficent “Raven” The Ally card, “Raven,” is a powerful card even in a normal multi-player game. If you feel that it makes the 
game too easy, play this card without the ability to perform one action at a new location. This way, he can still “�y” 

to a new location to help other Allies that need just one more strength to defeat a Hero.

lady tremaine “Locked Up” The Condition cards, “Locked Up,” are a bit problematic since they are only triggered when a 
Vanquish action is performed. Since Lady Tremaine has no Vanquish actions in her realm, play “Locked Up” 

whenever a Hero is removed from the board. Discarding “Cinderella” to play “Ball Gown Cinderella” does not count.

One of the great things about Disney Villainous is that some villains have unique abilities and/or game mechanics. This makes playing 
each villain a di�erent experience. However, they sometimes don’t work very well with these solo rules, so we’ve created some “�xes” 
for ceratin villains.

If you �nd gameplay problems/solutions to villains, please feel free to contact us through our website, www.disneyexperience.com.

gaston “Maurice’s Invention” If you have an early copy of the game, “Maurice’s Invention” has a misprint that has confused 
many players because it is an Item card that has its own strength. Ravensburger has con�rmed this. Treat the card as a 

normal Item with no strength.

madam mim “Germ Merlin” Since the Phantom player cannot perform Vanquish actions, treat the Discard action on “Germ 
Merlin” as a Vanquish action.

syndrome “In�ltrate” Since there are no other actual players, the E�ect card, “In�ltrate,” essentially does no harm. Either 
remove “In�ltrate” from the Fate deck, or leave it in as a dud Fate card.

yzma Fate Actions When the Phantom player performs a Fate action, assign numerical values to each available Fate deck. Then, 
roll a die to randomly choose a Fate deck. From the chosen Fate deck, randomly choose a single Fate card to play, and play 

it. If the card cannot be played, choose another random card from the Fate deck. Continue until one Fate card is played, and shu�e 
the unused Fate cards back into the Fate deck. Yzma may gain some insight into that Fate deck.

If none of the Fate cards can be played, shu�e them together and return them to the Fate deck. Yzma has escaped Fate, and she has 
sneakily gleamed the contents of that Fate deck.
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special villain rules


